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1.0

INTRODUCTION

The City of Bridgeport is undertaking a system-wide plan for the future of its park system—the Bridgeport
Parks Master Plan. The plan will give guidance for how to respond to the area’s growth and serve the
community of Bridgeport through the City’s park system. It will balance new park expansion with
maintaining existing park facilities, guide implementation and policy decisions for future recreation
amenities and parkland needs, identify community desires for recreational uses and associated park
growth areas, aid the City in seeking funding opportunities, and improve the overall quality of life of the
Bridgeport community.
As part of the planning initiative, and because of existing needs for supporting youth and adult baseball,
softball and soccer, consideration is being given to the costs and benefits of an upgraded sports complex
that would provide high quality new outdoor fields for baseball, softball and/or soccer.
This memo is focused on bringing economic information, reasoning, and analysis to the conversation
about the prospective new sports complex.
Improving youth sports facilities can have an impact on the local economy. According to New York
University’s Tisch Center for Hospitality, Tourism and Sport, youth sports tourism is the fastest-growing
segment in travel. Players and their families drive to other cities for game and tournament events, and
while they are there, they may purchase food, gas, memorabilia and other goods and services.
Investing in local sports facilities can bring an economic return. But a positive economic return is not a
given. The number of spectators that come to a game or tournament, the length of time they stay, and
the likelihood that they stay overnight is dependent on what other attractions the city offers, the quality of
the options for sideline food or going out after the game, the hotel facilities that are available, and how far
players and visitors have traveled to come to the event.
Economic analysis can illuminate important considerations relative to the sports complex, such as the
following:


Competitive context. Where are the other high-quality sports complexes near Bridgeport?



Facility demand. Is there a demand for addition sports facility capacity in the region?



Revenues. What are the revenues that high quality sports complexes receive?



Economic impact. What local economic benefit would be experienced as a result of hosting
sports events at a prospective sports complex?

Different sports reside in different organizational, physical, and economic landscapes. Ball sports have
an entirely different competitive context than soccer does because ballfield facilities and soccer facilities
in surrounding communities are in different locations and have different levels of quality. Likewise, the
organizational context, the demand environment, the revenue potential, and the economic impact is
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different for soccer than for ball sports. There are also important distinctions within ball sports. While
youth baseball, youth fastpitch softball and adult slow-pitch softball can to some degree share fields,
there are also important distinctions in their organizational and economic contexts.
Three primary modes of research and analysis were utilized for this study.
1. Locational and competitive context analysis. For ball sports and soccer, nearby sports
facilities were identified, researched, rated for quality, and mapped to understand the competitive
context of a new sports facility in Bridgeport.
2. Research interviews. Structured conversations with facility managers, organizational
representatives, and tournament directors yielded a wealth of information relative to facility
demand, pricing, staffing, desirable features, and other things.
3. Economic impact analysis. With the use of an economic impact model for Wise County, and
utilizing a set of initial assumptions, the economic impact of tournament events on Bridgeport’s
economy was estimated.
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2.0

LOCATIONAL ANALYSIS & COMPARISON FACILITIES

2.1

BASEBALL & SOFTBALL

Bridgeport is located to the northwest of the Dallas Fort Worth metropolitan area. Some nearby
communities have baseball facilities, as follows.


Paradise. Around seven miles from Bridgeport, Paradise has a set of three ballfields, two of
which are lighted. Per a local official, they are not maintained at a high standard, and they do not
host tournaments.



Decatur. Around 11 miles from Bridgeport, Decatur has three parks with ballfields, each of which
have two ballfields, all of which are lit. A lot of Little League baseball is played in Decatur, and
the ballfields are heavily utilized. They do not host tournaments. They have a long-range plan to
build a new sports complex with four baseball fields at some point in the future, and they are
working on building a collaboration and identifying the resources to build it.



Boyd. The City of Boyd has four ballfields at James Snodgrass Park. Two of the fields are
lighted. None have a full-sized outfield.



Jacksboro. Jacksboro is a 29-mile drive west of Bridgeport. It has a high-quality sports complex
that was built four years ago, with four ball fields, one 250 feet to the foul line fence, and the other
three just 175 feet to the fence. They schedule three youth tournaments a year at the facility.

These four communities represent the entire nearby ballfield context for Bridgeport. Other ballfield
complexes are 36 miles or more distant from Bridgeport to the east and south, in the suburban cities
north and west of Fort Worth. A new high quality baseball complex in Bridgeport with at least four
baseball diamonds would be the most attractive facility among these nearby communities—assuming
field sizes were sized up to 200 feet and 300 feet to the outfield fences.
Given an estimated Wise County population of around 74,000 people, attracting tournaments to a new
Bridgeport ballpark complex would require pulling in teams from beyond Wise County—i.e. teams that are
based in suburban Dallas Fort Worth. For that reason, the higher quality ballfield complexes north and
west of Fort Worth are also part of the competitive context of a Bridgeport ballfield complex. We identified
three high quality ball field complexes north and west of Fort Worth that are within 50 miles of Bridgeport.
Denton. The North Lakes Sports Complex is located about 37 miles from Bridgeport in Denton. It offers
six lighted ballfields in a single complex, geared toward softball. They host up to 15 softball tournaments
per year, involving up to 45 softball teams.
Keller. The Keller Sports Park in Keller is about 41 miles from Bridgeport. It offers 11 lighted high quality
ballfields total, supporting both baseball and softball games.
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Lewisville. The Lewisville Lake Park Baseball Complex is around 50 miles from Bridgeport in Lewisville.
It offers 10 lighted ballfields. Their fields are in use for practice or ball games 44 weeks out of the year.
They host five tournaments per year, involving 20 to 30 teams.
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Table 2. Competitive Context Comparison

Name

Location

Number of
Baseball/
Softball
Fields

Miles
from
Lawdwin
Ballfields

Quality*

Paradise ISD Baseball / Softball
Fields

Paradise

3

7.1

Good

Kenny Renshaw Park

Decatur

2

10.7

Good

Harmon Park

Decatur

2

11.2

Highest

Hollis and Sue Jones Parks

Decatur

2

12

Good

James Snodgrass Park

Boyd

4

17.2

Good

Jacksboro Sports Complex

Jacksboro

4

28.8

Highest

North Lakes Sports Complex

Denton

6

36.6

Highest

Denia Park Softball Fields

Denton

4

38

Highest

Holland Lake Softball Fields

Weatherford

3

39.3

Highest

John Porter Sports Complex

Sanger

3

40.8

Highest

KYA / Keller Sports Complex

Keller

11

41

Highest

Independence Park West

Trophy Club

4

42

Highest

Independence Park East

Trophy Club

3

42

Highest

Central Park

White
Settlement

7

47

Highest

Bill Carrico Athletic Complex

Little Elm

2

49.5

Highest

Bob Wiseman / Lewisville Lake Park
Complex

Lewisville

10

50

Highest

*Quality rating based on field condition and the presence of lighting and spectator amenities.
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2.2

SOCCER

There are 10 soccer fields and/or facilities located within approximately 50 miles of Bridgeport. Three of
those facilities are located in the neighboring communities of Decatur and Paradise, which represents the
nearby soccer field context for Bridgeport. These facilities are described below.
Paradise. Paradise has a set of four to five soccer fields that range in size. Some of the fields offer a
small area of stadium seats for spectators.
Decatur. Approximately 12 miles from Bridgeport, Decatur has two locations with soccer facilities: one
full-sized field located at Hollis and Sue Jones Park that has lights, and 4 fields (1 full-sized) at Kenny
Renshaw Park.
The remainder of soccer fields and/or facilities are 36 miles or more distant from Bridgeport to the east
and south, and closer to Fort Worth and Dallas. The following three soccer complexes have been
identified as high-quality examples.
Denton. The Denton Soccer Complex is located about 37 miles from Bridgeport. It offers approximately
12 lighted fields ranging in size that could presumably be reconfigured for size.
Keller. The Keller Sports Park in Keller is about 41 miles from Bridgeport. It offers at least 10 high
quality lighted fields, and presumably more if smaller field sizes are used.
Lewisville. The Bob Wiseman Soccer Complex in Lewisville is around 50 miles from Bridgeport and
offers 8 lighted fields. The complex is one of the home fields for the Greater Lewisville Area Soccer
Association (GLASA) and hosts 3-4 tournaments per year.
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Miles
from
Lawdwin
Ballfields

Quality*

Name

Location

Number of
Soccer
Fields

Hollis and Sue Jones Parks

Decatur

1

12

Good

Kenny Renshaw Park

Decatur

3

10.7

Good

PYRA Soccer Fields

Paradise

4

7.1

Good

Roanoke Soccer Complex

Roanoke

4

42.1

Highest

G. Roland Vela Soccer Complex

Denton

4

37.3

Good

KYA / Keller Sports Complex

Keller

5

41

Highest

Chinn Chapel Soccer Complex

Flower
Mound

5

49.1

Highest

North Park Soccer Fields

Fort Worth

6

42.7

Good

Bob Wiseman Complex

Lewisville

8

50

Highest

North Lakes Sports Complex

Denton

12

36.6

Highest

*Quality rating based on field condition and presence of lighting.
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3.0

RESEARCH INTERVIEWS

3.1

BASEBALL & SOFTBALL

The market context for a prospective baseball and/or softball complex for Bridgeport was explored further
through a series of research interviews. The following individuals spoke with us in a phone call or
responded to written questions.


Heath Taylor, Park Superintendent, Decatur TX



Will Mangum, Activity Director, Jacksboro TX



Vic Falvey, Baseball State Director for West Texas, USSSA



Frank Griffin, Baseball State Director for Texas, USSSA



Greg Fletcher, Maintenance and Operations Director, Paradise ISD



Ramiro Espinosa, Athletic Supervisor, Lewisville



Jason Barrow, Athletics Supervisor, City of Denton (North Lakes Sports Complex)



Erick Maciasty, President, Bridgeport Youth Association

3.1.1

Local Baseball Context

Local youth baseball and softball are organized by the Bridgeport Youth Association (BYA), with
competition against teams from neighboring small cities. The umbrella organizing body is the Wise
County Baseball Association. Around 100 boys from ages 5 to 14 participate in baseball. The high
school has a varsity and JV baseball team for boys who are older than 14. The BYA baseball season is
in the Spring from March 1 until the end of May. Practices are twice a week after school, and games are
once or twice a week, either in Bridgeport or in one of the other cities. Playoffs are usually at the
Jacksboro fields because of their quality. The U14 age group is the only one that needs the largest of the
four fields.
Some boys join select teams with boys from the other neighboring cities and then often stop playing on
the local BYA team. The select teams play a Spring Season and a Fall season. The select teams are
organized under the USSSA structure and participate in the USSSA tournaments.
Around 30 girls from Bridgeport participate in fastpitch softball, which is also organized locally through
BYA. Practice and game schedules are similar, as are the nearby cities who participate.
Select teams are also available for girl’s fast pitch, with seasons in the Spring and Fall. Games are on
the weekend. The select teams are organized under the USSSA structure and participate in the USSSA
tournaments.
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BYA boy’s baseball enrollment has been steady or slightly reduced over the last few years. Enrollment in
girl’s fast pitch has declined over the last few years.

3.1.2

Demand for Tournament Space

USSSA tournament directors said that a high-quality baseball complex of at least four baseball diamonds
would be able to attract some tournaments over the course of the year. That number is highly dependent
on several factors. One of the most important is the effectiveness of the local tournament organizer. A
local tournament organizer needs to invest time into building a network of contacts, marketing the facility,
creating or collaborating on event concepts, and generating interest in participation.
Griffin suggested that the strategy for attracting and promoting tournaments may need to be
individualized for baseball, fastpitch softball and slow-pitch softball, because they have different networks
and different tournament expectations. So, it may take a different tournament organizer for each of these
sports to maximize the scheduling of the facility.
If Bridgeport were to construct a ballpark facility that was suitable for tournaments, USSSA personnel
extended their willingness to work with the local tournament organizer to try to schedule tournaments in
Bridgeport. They also advised the City to be realistic about the number of events that it might be possible
to attract. There would not be a demand for events every weekend for example. Ten to fifteen
tournament events in a year might be at the high end of what could be expected, with assertive efforts.

3.1.3

Financial Considerations

USSSA officials advised that tournament revenues are not likely to be sufficient to cover the operating
expenses for the sports complex, although they would offset some of its operating costs. They noted that
if there’s a clear controlled gateway into the whole complex, the $200 field reservation fees could be
augmented with spectator fees. Concession sales can bring in additional revenues.
Information was gathered for some of the comparison facilities, as captured in the information below.
This establishes some expectations for key tournament parameters that would impact the operational
budget of a ballfield complex, as well as its economic impact.


Field use fee for tournament days. $200 per field per day seems to be a standard fee.



Spectator numbers. Lewisville Lake Park Sports complex estimated around 2.5 spectators per
participant. North Lakes Sports Complex estimated around 8 spectators per participant. The
great majority of tournament players and spectators in Bridgeport would be from outside of
Bridgeport, and most likely from outside Wise County as well.

3.1.4

Sports Complex Design

A four to five field complex is sufficient to attract some tournaments. With a four-field complex you can
host tournaments with up to 32 teams. (Eight teams can be on the four fields at any given time.)
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To support baseball and softball at multiple age levels, the fields can be built with adjustable outfield
fencing, portable pitcher’s mounds, and base plugs that allow bases to be placed at different distances
appropriate to the age of the players.
Field conditions are a primary differentiator of high-quality vs lower quality fields. There are pros and
cons between fields of grass vs artificial turf, but if maintained in good condition high quality fields can
utilize either grass or turf.
The quality of the bathroom facilities and concessions area, and shading for dugouts and stands are other
differentiating features that are appreciated by players and fans.

3.2

SOCCER

The market context for a prospective soccer complex for Bridgeport was explored further through a series
of research interviews. The following individuals spoke with us in a phone call or responded to written
questions.


Kevin Kallahan, President and Owner, Texas Chaos Soccer Club (Roanoke)



Rob Martela, Director of Operations, North Texas Soccer



Matt Tibbitts, Greater Northwest Soccer Association



Doug Reske, President, Keller Soccer Association



Biviano Martinez, soccer player parent

3.2.1

Local Soccer Context

Bridgeport is in the North Texas Soccer Association, which is one of two regional US Club Associations in
the state of Texas, the other being South Texas. Within North Texas Soccer, there are youth (both
recreational and competitive), adult, and club associations. There are 94 youth associations, and some
examples of those include Greater Lewisville Area, Fort Worth Youth Soccer (representing the largest
number of players), and Greater Northwest Soccer (serving the communities of Haslet, Justin, Roanoke,
and Trophy Club). Bridgeport does not appear to belong to one of these associations.
Teams in the Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex area typically play league games on the home turf of individual
clubs or communities. Clubs have recently started building their own fields. For tournaments, some of the
complexes that were mentioned include the MoneyGram Soccer Park and Toyota Soccer Center, and
generally north of Dallas in the cities of Plano, Allen, Frisco, McKinney, and Arlington. Higher skill level
soccer is played in the Frisco and Plano area. Practice fields, especially as you move west and north of
Dallas and Fort Worth, are in demand.
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3.2.2

Demand for Tournament Space

All interviewees mentioned that they are seeing an increased demand for soccer, and one of them
specifically mentioned that the demand is moving north and west of Dallas and Fort Worth. The
consensus was that Bridgeport has the potential to attract a local tournament, but that in order to run a
success tournament and attract teams, it is essential that it be organized and run by a professional
tournament organizer or company. The tournament organizer would also be the primary recipient of
tournament entry fees, as opposed to the venue. Bridgeport would be advised to provided at least six
fields in order to attract local tournaments, and it may need to be targeted in the age groups that it hosts.
For example, if Bridgeport wanted to attract a tournament for the full span of youth age groups from U6 to
U19, three field sizes would generally be required—U6 to U8 sized fields, U9 to U12 sized fields, and fullsized fields. (Note that a full-sized field can be split to provide two U6 to U8 fields.) If the focus was on
hosting adult recreational tournaments, those teams would utilize full size fields.
Other considerations:


Youth soccer seasons occur in both Fall and Spring. Tournaments for recreational leagues tend
to be scheduled from December through February and June through August.



Larger tournaments are often hosted across multiple (3-5) soccer complexes in close proximity to
one another, with an anchor complex and others to support. An anchor soccer complex in
Bridgeport could support larger tournaments if it utilized other fields in Bridgeport, or even in
nearby communities.



A Fort Worth-based club is currently evaluating the potential of building a new soccer complex.
That speaks to growing demand for soccer facilities.

3.2.3

Financial Considerations

Approximately $1 billion is spent on soccer in northwest Texas annually, and it is generally expected to
continue to increase as more families choose to have their children play soccer compared to some of the
traditionally popular sports like baseball and football.
Information was gathered from interviews and readily available tournament cost information, as captured
in the information below. This establishes some expectations for key tournament parameters that would
impact the operational budget of a soccer complex, as well as its economic impact.


Tournament entry fees per team.
o

Recreational: $150-375 per team

o

Academy: $275-525 per team

o

Competitive: $525-$595 per team
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Number of fields. There is no right number of soccer fields for a soccer facility. Each field can
support 8 game slots per day—with the caveat that full sized fields can host two games for
younger players if split into two fields. When designing the facility, consider that there are more
players in the younger age groups (U7-U12) than for older age groups.



Financial support. The U.S. Soccer Foundation periodically offers grants to qualifying
municipalities and entities that can help with the cost of constructing soccer facilities. More
information can be found on the U.S. Soccer Foundation website here:
https://ussoccerfoundation.org/grants/.

3.2.4

Sports Complex Design

During the research interviews, the question that continued to come up was, “what is your goal for the
soccer facility, and who are your trying to attract?” Specifically, what age groups and skill levels do you
want to build the soccer facility for? Answers to these questions can inform important aspects of facility
design and complementary amenities.
Field Size. A high-quality soccer complex will offer a range of field sizes, and the field mix can respond
over time to changing needs. If demand for field space or particular field sizes changes in the future,
larger fields could be transitioned into multiple smaller fields or vice versa. Additionally, we heard in one
of the interviews that there is demand for futsal fields.
Lights. Out of all the potential features that can be built into a soccer facility, lighting is one of the most
important. Field lighting will increase the game count and provide the option to reschedule in the evening
when games needs to pause or shut down during the day due to heat.
Restrooms. Permanent restroom facilities are not necessarily required. However, they may be expected
for some age and skill levels or types of tournaments.
Turf. Although turf fields expand the possibility to use the fields for other sports, including lacrosse and
ultimate frisbee, the demand for turf for soccer has shifted back and forth in the recent years due to
increased soccer injuries that occur on turf compared with grass.
Amenities for tournaments.


Pavilion for tournament headquarters area.



Wi-Fi. Tournament organizers need Wi-Fi.



Concessions. The demand for concessions at soccer events is lower than it is for baseball and
football.
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4.0

ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS

4.1

BASEBALL & SOFTBALL

A high-quality sports complex attracts sports tourism and associated economic activity. Visitors, including
players and spectators, come to practice, play or watch sports activities, and they typically spend money
on food, gas and/or other retail goods or services. Spending boosts the local economy through revenues
to local businesses and associated wages to local workers.
The impact of a ballpark complex on Bridgeport’s economy can be estimated using an economic model of
Wise County. Given a set of assumptions about the number of tournaments, and spending of players and
visitors, the economic model can translate those estimates into an overall impact on Bridgeport jobs and
wages paid to Bridgeport employees.
This analysis made the assumptions noted in the table below. The estimates of tournament event dates
and number of visitors were based on interviews with USSSA officials. Spending estimates have been
adapted from an analysis of a 2016 economic impact analysis of sporting events in The Woodlands,
Texas, by The Sports Facilities Advisory, LLC.
Category

Visitor
Assumptions

Notes

# Fields in Sports Complex

4

Tournament Days

20

10 weekend tournaments per year

Teams per Tournament

24

Max of 32 teams can be supported
by four fields

% Attendees from out of town

95%

Players per team

15

Guests accompanying each player

2

Total out of town visitors including players

1,026

Total out of town visitors per year

20,520
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Spending per
day

Per Person
(Day Trip)

Per Person
(Overnight
Stay)

Total
Spending
per Day

Notes

Hotel room cost

$70

Average of local hotel rates

Families choosing
hotel stay

15%

Most will commute for the day

Hotel spending

$0.00

$11.67

$1,796

From SFA analysis of The Woodlands TX
sports facilities

Meal spending

$11.24

$22.49

$13,266

25% reduced from SFA analysis of The
Woodlands TX sports facilities

Retail Goods
spending per day

$9.23

$21.09

$11,297

25% reduced from SFA analysis of The
Woodlands TX sports facilities

Transportation
spending per day

$2.55

$10.19

$3,788

From SFA analysis of The Woodlands TX
sports facilities

Total spending
per day

$23.02

$65.44

$30,146

Total spending per year

$602,929

With these assumptions as inputs to the economic impact model, the economic impact to the Bridgeport
economy is as follows.

Impact

Employment

Labor Income

Direct Impact

5.31

$142,009

Indirect Impact

0.74

$27,070

Induced Impact

0.38

$13,601

Total

6.44

$182,679
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The direct impact represents the impact of spending in Bridgeport stores and service providers. The table
indicates that the additional sales in Bridgeport stores would generate economic activity that would
support the hiring of 5.31 additional full-time-equivalent staff, and correspondingly increase the wages
paid to Bridgeport workers by around $142,000.
The indirect impact is the increase in business-to-business sales that Wise County goods and services
providers make to the businesses that are the direct recipients of visitor dollars. The analysis indicates
that an additional 0.74 full-time-equivalent employees in those supplier businesses is supported by the
visitor spending, representing around $27,000 in wages.
The induced economic impact is the local spending that occurs as a result of the increased wages that
are paid to local workers. The analysis indicates that this induced spending supports an additional 0.38
full-time-equivalent employees in local businesses, representing around $13,600 in wages.
The economic impact model also estimates additional tax revenues to various public entities as follows:

Sub County General

Sub County Special
Districts

County

$3,472.55

$11,736.03

$6,192.68

2 - Indirect

$460.04

$1,555.00

$821.68

3 - Induced

$301.17

$1,017.92

$537.37

$4,233.77

$14,308.95

$7,551.73

Impact

1 - Direct

Total

Summary
Given the specified assumptions, a new four ballfield complex in Bridgeport would generate or support
the following estimated impacts on an annual basis:


20,520 out of town visits



$602,929 in new visitor spending



6.44 in additional local full time equivalent jobs, earning $182,679 in wages



$26,094.45 in additional local tax receipts

Note that this analysis is focused on impacts from hosting tournament events. There are additional
positive economic impacts from other uses of the ballpark complex. A new ballpark complex will capture
a greater share of the baseball and softball games and practices that would otherwise go elsewhere.
Although not as significant as the spending at tournaments (where visitors may spend all or most of a day
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in Bridgeport), the local spending that occurs before and after regular games and practices has an
additional positive impact on Bridgeport’s economy.
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4.2

SOCCER

A high-quality sports complex attracts sports tourism and associated economic activity. Visitors, including
players and spectators, come to practice, play or watch sports activities, and they typically spend money
on food, gas and/or other retail goods or services. Spending boosts the local economy through revenues
to local businesses and associated wages to local workers.
The impact of a soccer complex on Bridgeport’s economy can be estimated using an economic model of
Wise County. Given a set of assumptions about the number of tournaments, and spending of players and
visitors, the economic model can translate those estimates into an overall impact on Bridgeport jobs and
wages paid to Bridgeport employees.
This analysis made the assumptions noted in the table below. The estimates of tournament event dates
and number of visitors were based on interviews with local experts and soccer tournament organizers.
Spending estimates have been adapted from an analysis of a 2016 economic impact analysis of sporting
events in The Woodlands, Texas, by The Sports Facilities Advisory, LLC.
Category

Visitor
Assumptions

Notes

# Fields in Sports Complex

6

Tournament Days

15

10 weekend tournaments per year

30

Max of 36 teams can be supported
by six fields, 48 if they're lighted,
additional if fields are split or other
Bridgeport soccer fields are utilized.

Teams per Tournament

% Attendees from out of town

95%

Players per team

18

Guests accompanying each player

2

Total out of town visitors including players

1,539

Total out of town visitors per year

23,085
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Spending per
day

Per Person
(Day Trip)

Per Person
(Overnight
Stay)

Total
Spending
per Day

Notes

Hotel room cost

$70

Average of local hotel rates

Families choosing
hotel stay

15%

Most will commute for the day

Hotel spending

$0.00

$11.67

$2,693

From SFA analysis of The Woodlands TX
sports facilities

Meal spending

$11.24

$22.49

$19,898

25% reduced from SFA analysis of The
Woodlands TX sports facilities

Retail Goods
spending per day

$9.23

$21.09

$16,946

25% reduced from SFA analysis of The
Woodlands TX sports facilities

Transportation
spending per day

$2.55

$10.19

$5,682

From SFA analysis of The Woodlands TX
sports facilities

Total spending
per day

$23.02

$65.44

$45,220

Total spending per year

$678,295

With these assumptions as inputs to the economic impact model, the economic impact to the Bridgeport
economy is as follows.

Impact

Employment

Labor Income

Direct Impact

5.95

$158,221

Indirect Impact

.84

$30,642

Induced Impact

0.43

$15,195

Total

7.22

$204,057
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The direct impact represents the impact of spending in Bridgeport stores and service providers. The table
indicates that the additional sales in Bridgeport stores would generate economic activity that would
support the hiring of 5.95 additional full-time-equivalent staff, and correspondingly increase the wages
paid to Bridgeport workers by around $158,200.
The indirect impact is the increase in business-to-business sales that Wise County goods and services
providers make to the businesses that are the direct recipients of visitor dollars. The analysis indicates
that an additional 0.84 full-time-equivalent employees in those supplier businesses is supported by the
visitor spending, representing around $30,600 in wages.
The induced economic impact is the local spending that occurs as a result of the increased wages that
are paid to local workers. The analysis indicates that this induced spending supports an additional 0..43
full-time-equivalent employees in local businesses, representing around $15,200 in wages.
The economic impact model also estimates additional tax revenues to various public entities as follows:

Sub County General

Sub County Special
Districts

County

$3,915.78

$13,233.97

$6,982.88

2 - Indirect

$521.51

$1,762.76

$931.46

3 - Induced

$336.47

$1,137.23

$600.36

$4,773.76

$16,133.96

$8,514.69

Impact

1 - Direct

Total

Summary
Given the specified assumptions, a new six field soccer complex in Bridgeport would generate or support
the following estimated impacts on an annual basis:


23,085 out of town visits



$678,295 in new visitor spending



7.22 in additional local full time equivalent jobs, earning $204,057 in wages



$29,422.41 in additional local tax receipts

Note that this analysis is focused on impacts from hosting tournament events. There are additional
positive economic impacts from other uses of the soccer complex. A new soccer complex will capture a
greater share of the soccer games and practices that would otherwise go elsewhere. Although not as
significant as the spending at tournaments (where visitors may spend all or most of a day in Bridgeport),
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the local spending that occurs before and after regular games and practices has an additional positive
impact on Bridgeport’s economy.
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Appendix A

BASEBALL & SOFTBALL FACILITY AERIALS
Figure 1. Independence Park East & West

Figure 1. Harmon Park
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Figure 2. Kenny Renshaw Park

Figure 3. Paradise ISD Baseball/Softball Fields
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Figure 4. James Snodgrass Park

Figure 5. Jacksboro Sports Complex
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Figure 6. Holland Lake Softball Fields

Figure 7. North Lakes Sports Complex
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Figure 8. Denia Park Softball Complex

Figure 9. John Porter Sports Complex
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Figure 10. KYA / Keller Sports Complex

Figure 11. Central Park / White Settlement Fields
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Figure 12. Bill Carrico Athletic Complex

Figure 13. Bob Wiseman / Lewisville Lake Park Complex
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Figure 14. Hollis and Sue Jones Park
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Appendix B

SOCCER FACILITY AERIALS
Figure 15: Hollis and Sue Jones Parks

Figure 16: Kenny Renshaw Park
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Figure 17: PYRA Soccer Fields

Figure 18: Roanoke Soccer Complex
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Figure 19: G. Roland Vela Soccer Complex

Figure 20: KYA / Keller Sports Complex
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Figure 21: Chinn Chapel Soccer Complex

Figure 22: North Park Soccer Fields
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Figure 23: Bob Wiseman Complex

Figure 24: North Lakes Sports Complex
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